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Moab Artwalk Happenings
Tom Till Gallery
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61 N. Main St.• 435.259.9808

Celebrate spring 2021 with
the Tom Till Gallery Super
Spring Sale! Come by, enjoy
the splendor of Tom Till’s
photographs from Moab and
around the world. Mention Art
Walk for an extra 10% discount
on any item!

MARC (Arts & Rec Center)
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111 E. 100 N. St. • 435.259.6272

Moab Museum

1

118 E. Center St. • 435.259.7985

For the May Art Walk, the Museum is excited to present the work of
the Delicate Stitchers Quilt Guild. Their annual themed challenge is
entitled “The Straight Skinny,” and features thirteen 12” by 24” quilts
created by guild members. Founded in 1998, the Delicate Stitchers
foster and celebrate the art of quilting, and have exhibited their work
annually at the Moab Museum for twenty years now. The May Art
Walk will be the grand opening of the quilt exhibit, which will be on
temporary display at the Museum afterwards.
The Delicate Stitchers
typically meet at the Grand
Center on the second
Tuesday of each month, but
with COVID-19 restrictions,
have met via Zoom. They
will start meeting at Rotary
Park beginning with the April
meeting. Membership is free
this year, and they encourage
anyone who is interested in
quilting to join!

Gallery Moab
87 N. Main St.• 435.355.0024

Dave Manley,
Guest Artist
and Deborah
McDermott,
Featured
Gallery
Artist, will
be showing
their work at
Gallery Moab
this month.
Dave travels
and hikes the
Four Corners
area taking
photographs
of landscapes
and documenting rock art.
Deborah
specializes
in relief
printmaking
and produces
original multicolor linocut
prints inspired
by her hikes
in canyon
country.
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This month, the MARC is
showcasing art by two local
artists, Makeda Barkley and Scott
Brunmeier. Moab-based artist,
Makeda
Barkley,
started
working
in mixedmedia,
combining
spray
paints, oil
painting,
block
printing
and
ink drawings in 2020-2021
during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Formerly an oil painter focused
on portraiture, Makeda took
a few years off from painting
and this will be her first show
following her break from artmaking. Combining several of her
favorite media emerged from a
desire to make more engaging
works--both for the audience
and for herself, and her paintings
showcase this journey. The
exploration of mixed media and
a divergence from the traditional
portrait provides for a more
light-hearted art-making process,
and has resulted in a playful
body of work.
Scott is currently focusing on
how light and shadow create the
darndest shapes. He explores
this juxtaposition through
painting landscapes in oil. He
hopes one day to paint honestly.

